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PSYCEOLOGICAL LITERATURE. 431 

well worthy of republication. Judgiag from this flrst number The 
MoniG bids fair to be a valuable instrument in the spread of philosophic 
and scientiflc thought. XV. H. B. 

lthe Ethics of Evolutton J. H. IIT8LOP. New Englander and Yale 
Review. Sept. 1890. 

The evolution of which Prof. Hyslop speaks is that of the animal 
series,with its struggle foresistenceandsurvival of the fittest; it3 
ethical principle is the right of the strongest. That such an ethical 
ideal would shiver civilization, if once it should be practiced, can readily 
be admitted; and by citations of earw and later opinions of Husley, 
ZSpencer, Darwin and Carlyle the author endeavors to show the power 
of this ideal to force itself upon the minds of those that have to do with 
iSthat ;'nature is a Medusa head on which no moralist can look and 
live." The theoryofevo]utionthenfurnishes noprinciple of ethics 
which can for a moment be accepted; "the whole of man's moral 
achievements have been effiected by puttirbg limits to the str?sggle for eacist- 
ence ;" his moral ideals must come from elsewhere. Much that is here 
said of animal evolution i3 by no means true of that broader theory 
which would make the heroic revolt against nature spoken of by the 
author itself a product of evolution; but this he seems to comp]ain 
would rob the theory of its force as a controversial weapon. 

Philosophy in Homeopathy. C. S. ZIACK, DIS s Gross and Delbridges 
Chicago, 1890. pp. 174. 

In the several addresses, etc., which make up this little book are 
developed with some repetition the author's idea of the rationale of 
homeopathy. There are factss he believes, beyond inductive science 
which are endorsed and substantiated by the reason of man, and from 
which he may proceed deductively in the development of the art of 
medicine. Such a principle is the homeopathic sinxilia similib1w ctbran- 
tur. By a process of logical e2rclusion he shows that there are no other 
methods of cure than that so stated. By "cure," however, he mean3 
not the recovery of the patient, which may take place of itself when the 
exciting cause of his trouble i3 removed (a method of treatment often 
justiflable), but the production of such a change in the vital processes 
as shall set tllem right. When he would explain how " similia," as he 
cal]s it, secures this change, it is a mystic and Swedenborgian explana- 
tion that he furnishes. The author's spirit i3 non-polemical, but we 
must tell him that hi3 method of deduction from principles other than 
those inductively established has been the mother of numberles3 follies 
in medicine already, and that the less of such philosophy in homeopathy 
the better for it. 

beber die Bethoden der 7$fiessung des Bew"estsei7lsnmManyes. W. WUNDT 
Philo3. Studien, Bd. VI, II. 2, S. 2a0; 1890. 

In this short paper Prof. Wundt discusses the methods of mea3uring 
the UmManyorestent of consciousness and replies to the criticisms of 
Schumann on his method (see review of Schumann's paper in this Joue- 
NAL, Vol. III, p. 290). The question of the estent of consciou3ness in 
this sense is not very different from that of how many simple ideas 
can be present in the mind at one time. Prof. Wundt's method, as 
applied by his pupil Dietze, was in principle this: a series of regularly 
timed sounds are produced; as each member of the series is given, it 
rises in the focus of consciousness, and then giving place to the llext 
it advances by degrees toward the limit of consciousuess which it 
finallv passes. If by any means it is possible then to flnd the number 
of sounds in a series of which the first is just on the point of disappear- 
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